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It is said that “the greatness of a community is most accurately 

measured by the compassionate actions of its members.” 

 

I was fortunate to join Bichitra in 2004 and over the years have 

understood how the compassion and dedication of community 

members can keep an organization running for 49 years and 

counting. I am honored to be the President this year 2023-24. 

This time has allowed me to put into action what I learned from 

my parents and family: the value of community service, the 

importance of relationships, and the belief that we can, and 

always will, do more together than we do alone. 

 

I want to take this opportunity to appreciate my extended family 

of volunteers, Governing body members, sponsors, donors, and 

outright good people for supporting us, respecting us and 

courageously standing with us in demonstrating what Durga Puja is all about…celebration of good 

over evil and the recognition of feminine power. 

 

 

We all have different childhood memories of Durga Puja from our ‘shohor’ but now that we are 

here, we can create memories that we can look back to at a later stage of life. So let's create 

good moments and great memories that would be heartwarming and precious. 

 

Thank you for your many compassionate actions, support, partnership, and friendship over the 

years. I remain grateful, humbled, and inspired. 

 

May Maa Durga in all her glory usher you with new beginnings, an abundance of hope and 

courage, and lots of love. 

 

 

Shubho Sharodia/ Happy Durga puja to you and all your loved ones! 
 

 

 

    

 
  

Jhulan Chatterjee 
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Ma Durga’s blessings to all 
 

 

From the Ghosh, Ray and Rosa families 

Runa, Ruby, Ravi, Gigi, Partha, Jayanta, Cayden and Cristian 
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Governing Body Members – can help you get connected with the community. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Mrs. Sutapa Santra 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I love to live with relatives and friends. 

Honestly, I cannot survive without them. 

Although I don’t have relatives in USA, but I 

found very nice friends like Modhuda and 

Tapatidi using Yellow/White phone books. 

Tapati-di told me about our Bichitra Bangla 

school, Path Bhaban. Path Bhaban not only 

became the Bangla school for our children but 

also our social and cultural relation with 

Bangla speaking people and others. Eventually, 

I have been involved in various committees of 

this Bangla organization, Bichitra since 2005.  I 

have always loved everyone in this Bangla 

organization, Bichitra as my friend and 

relatives. 

Thank you. 

 

Tanima Basu 

 

 

 

 

 

 ছ োট ো ছেলোয় পুট ো পুট ো গন্ধ ছপতোম েোগোটে শিউশলর আঘ্রোটে । 

আমোটের দুট ো শিউশল গো  শ টলো । আমোর ছমটয়টেলোটত আট ো তোর 

অেুভূশত  ো কো । শিউশল সোেো ফুল ও তোর ছেোোঁ  ো ছগরুয়ো। ছসখোে 

ছেটক কমলো চুোঁ ইটয় এক ো ছফোোঁ  ো শেনু্দটত ছমটি । তোই এই ফুল শেটিষ 

ভোটে শিয় আমোর মটতো অটেটকর কোট  । সকোল সকোল ফুল ঝটর পটে 

গোট র শেটচ । তোর ওপর শিশিটরর  ল  লমল কটর । এটতো েরম ফুল । 

সযটে তুলটত হয় ।  

 

আমোটের পোঠভেটের রুশে  ুশেশল অেুষ্ঠোে হটলো এই ে র । শেটেটির 

মোটিটত েোাংলো ছিখোর সু্কল। ৪০ ে র ধটর ছসই সু্কটলর  ীেে েেী িেোশহত 

। ছ োয়োর ভোোঁ  োয় আমরো আিো রোশখ এভোটে পোঠভেে  েোাংলো  শিশখটয় 

যোটে । শিশখটয় যোটে েোঙলো গোে, কশেতো, েো ক, ও আোঁকো ।  

সকলটক  োেোই িোরেীয়োর শুটভচ্ছো । -তশেমো  

 

Sampada Banerji 

 

 

 

 

Endowment committee - associate endower 
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  Soumya Mukhopadhyay 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My history with Bichitra goes back 40+ years when my 

parents started bringing my brother and I to the Bichitra 

Pujas. 

Having grown up in the Ann Arbor area (Go Blue!), we 

weren’t able to attend all the events but we really 

looked forward 

to attending Durga Puja. It gave us the opportunity to 

see many of our friends and more importantly play all 

day… 

As I got older, I got more involved in the local Bengali 

organizations, starting with Ann Arbor’s Mitali and then 

Bichitra 

(once my wife and I moved to Troy over 15 years ago). 

Over the years, I’ve held various governing body 

positions in 

both organizations, but the work I enjoyed the most has 

always been the transportation team work. 

I’m so happy my son is able to grow up in such a 

wonderful Bichitra community and is able to experience 

many of the 

same things I did as a child. Some of my closest friends 

to this day are folks I grew up with within the Bichitra 

community and it looks like my son is following in my 

footsteps... 

 

 

 

Pulak Bandyopadhyay 

 

Current Position  

Principal Planner,  

Bichitra Governing Body  

2023-24 

 

• Bichitra Member for the last 40 years. Was 

Bichitra President in 1993-1994. 

• Chairperson for Bichitra 40th Anniversary 

Celebration in 2015. 

• A true believer of Bichitra’s Motto – “Together 

we build a better community”.  

• Happy to see new members working 

enthusiastically for the organization.  

• Eagerly waiting for Bichitra’s Golden Jubilee 

Celebration (UTSAV50) to happen. 
 

 
Anirban Chandra  

Connected with Bichitra for the  

past 3 years. 

Connection to the Bengali  

roots for the entire family and  

making friends motivated me  

to join Bichitra.  

I will  always fondly cherish all  

The adda, fun and social  

interactions that Bichitra community has added to our 

lives. 

Let’s keep the community membership growing, have 

bigger and better events and work together to instill 

love and pride for our Bengali heritage in future 

generations. 
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Sudharanjan Bhattacharyya  

I came to America with a creative zeal and 

commitment to community that drove me to help 

establish Bichitra. Throughout all the many changes 

and challenges, I remain committed to perpetuating 

our culture and nurturing our community spirit for 

generations to come. 

 

 

Kripa Bandyopadhyay 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Youngest member of the Bichitra Executive 

Committee. I have an MS in Management from 

Walsh. I grew up within the Bichitra Community and 

attended Troy Path Bhavan. I’m crazy about dogs and 

have a teddy bear canine named ChomChom. 

Anjan Mitra  

My name is Anjan Mitra, and I am currently a member of the  

Endowment Committee. It has been a long association with Bichitra  

family. I landed in USA during late 2003 and witnessed the first  

overseas Puja in Bichitra in 2004. Today Durga Puja has been enlisted  

by UNESCO list of intangible cultural heritage, but it did not have  

such worldwide recognition in those days. It was beyond our  

expectation to regain the energy to recollect the melodious sounds of  

Kansor Ghanta and Dhak outside Kolkata/West Bengal. But Bichitra  

made it happen.  It was mind-boggling experience to see Engineers in  

the role of Purohit, taking part in various creative competitions, and exhibitions & performance by our friends, 

endless adda and reaffirmation of happy self.  

Despite the fact that overseas Puja is condensed to two and half days from five days (as in Kolkata) the 

celebration is much more beyond the time constraint. Key motivation behind wearing the traditional Bengali 

Kurta-pyjama out from the suitcase, fire up the GPS, arrive at the Puja venue is the tonic of increased 

socialization and strengthen bonds between friends and families. We all celebrate this great festive event of our 

community together with fun and frolic. Be it for few moments – we keep our minds away from the 

competition, share markets, globalizations, mergers, acquisitions and enjoy every bit of the jam-packed cultural 

program.  
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Shampa Mukhopadhyay 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I came to Detroit in Summer 1990 and got involved 

with Bichitra the same year. In last 33 years Bichitra 

presented me many close friends who became just 

like our family members. Thanks Bichitra for gifting us 

a home away from home ! 

Sumit Basu - I hope that you  

are having a wonderful time at  

the Bichitra Durga Puja celebrations and  

making new friends. I have been  
associating with Bichitra since  
the last 5 years. One of my college  
buddies, Pinaki Gupta, introduced  
me to this organization. The two  
little girls in the picture are my daughters- Anoova (Gooni) 
and Adrija (Gyaani). Gooni and Gyaani like to sing, play with 
dolls, and are budding artists. I live in Macomb County and 
work on Data Science at General Motors. Bichitra is like a 
second family to me. In times of crisis, Bichitra folks have 
been a huge pillar of emotional support to me.  

As a social and cultural organization, we try to keep 
ourselves connected to our Bengali roots by celebrating all 
the important festivals and try to maintain our religious and 
cultural heritage. We try to nurture the Bengali language 
and dramatics skills of our Bichitra kids by offering language 
classes as well as cultural events all year round at 
PathBhaban. As a non-profit, we try to reach out and touch 
upon the lives of the less fortunate and make a positive 
impact. We are a close-knit Indian community in Michigan. 
Come join us, celebrate, and boost the Bengali spirit in you, 
and help us grow our family. 

 

 

. 

Kapil Gupta - Associated with Bichitra from 2018 

 

Since 2018, introduced by  

close friends at first and then 

 got more involved through  

cricket, picnic and Durga Puja. 

  

Bichitra provides opportunities to enjoy culture of 

Bengal and festivals while  

away from home, socialize  

and spend quality times with friends and family. 

  

What do you expect next from Bichitra 

Grow bigger as an organization, conducting 

membership drives. 

 

Probir Sil - Involved with  

Bichitra  for around  19 years 

My reason to join the Bichitra  

community was more  

self-centered. I was desperately  

looking for a community that  

could give me the feeling of  

home away from home. 

As time progressed, I and my family took it for granted that 

every year we will get to enjoy the festivities rooted in Bengali 

culture without knowing how things were managed, but we 

were happy that we could relive our back home days and were 

able to give our children some sense of what it means to have 

Bengali root. 

With time, came the realization that this wonderful tradition 

cannot continue if we just enjoy from the sidelines. It depends 

on our active participation. It is now my turn to give back to 

the community that welcomed me with open hands and keep 

the ball rolling. 
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Manoranjan Santra:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Junior Advisor 

Working department of Ophthalmology at Wayne 

State University. 

“Involved with Bichitra from 2004 to continue.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Paromita Banerjee   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I’m Paromita Banerjee and I have been a part of 

Bichitra’s governing body for the last two years. I 

also conduct monthly art classes for Path Bhaban.  

I work as a Senior Data Scientist at General Motors. 

Outside of work, I like oil painting, traveling, and 

reading books. 

 Maitreyee Paul/ মিরেয়ী পাল 

Involvement with Bichitra~ around 24 years!  

Motivation reason - Community plays a great part in human life- specifically  

where we have not much relatives around in this state; so upon moving to  

Detroit in 1999, within few weeks we were invited at Gopal Roy's home Puja,  

we met there with Satyen Basu and other then-Bichitra stalwarts. Satyenda  

took our contact, made and felt us included and this journey began. Following  

that Novi PathBhaban branch opened under Shampa Mukherjee and Suranjeeta 

Dhar's tutelage and initiative – my daughter joined there on the very first day  

and thus grew the bond; Slowly the involvement and eventually manifested in  

broader Bichitra activities. Later on, I was included in the Governing Body and  

till this date, continuing this journey.  

Day to come - We try to assist Bichitra in every respect with open heart and needless to say, the rate of 

return is way too high to be appreciated! The bondage and mutual respect have been ingrained now. Finally, 

I must say my culinary confidence and playground of culinary activities are the Bichitra events…I look 

forward as my friends are my guineapigs of my Sandesh(LOL)! 

Bichitra believes in Growth - Ever-After! 
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Subinoy Das 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I am Subinoy Das and I joined the Bichitra Governing 

body as an Associate Secretary in 2022. I first came to 

the US in 2008 and since then I have visited Bichitra 

Org during Puja on multiple occasions. 

 

I spent my childhood in the historical locality of 

Barisha, Sabarna Roychowdhury, Kolkata and got 

blessed to observe the rich heritage of 

"Atchala Barir Durga Puja" closely. The puja which 

started in 1610, depicts the enigma, bond, culture and 

profound tradition of Bengali Puja celebrations. Puja in 

Bichitra not only appealed to me with the "closeness", 

friendship, adda,food,ambience, it also proved to be 

"home away home". Obviously, I have witnessed some 

of the great stalwarts of Bengali/Bollywood music 

industry here during Puja and I have made some great 

relationships here which will stay with me. 

 

I work with IBM as a Senior Business Development 

Manager and in my passtime I enjoy sketching, 

photography. There is another thing which when given 

an opportunity with the right place and time, I find 

difficult to resist - dancing with "dhaak". To me 

"dhaak" resonates the heartbeat of Puja and dancing 

alongside is an expression of joy, bhakti, love as a 

tribute to Maa Durga. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jhulan Chatterjee – Just like “a journey of a 

thousand miles begins with a single step”, so did my 

journey in Bichitra began with a single step at the 

2004 Durga puja and the countless steps continue 

from then onwards- 19 years and counting. 

It's not the number of years that defines our 

closeness to Bichitra but, the quality. The quality 

within the people, their warmth, dedication, and 

their ability to make everyone feel special. In a 

community of about 600 people at that time, when 

one feels at home away from home, it means a lot. 

This sense of belonging made us loyal and dedicated 

members of Bichitra. In addition to that, every little 

skill or idea that got shared was taken with open 

arms, making it culturally rich. In short, we got a 

community that was real…a combo of ‘tak’, ‘jhal’, 

and a lot of ‘mishti’. 

I hope that Bichitra continues to grow as a family 

where people feel welcomed and loved. A family 

where the members can express and participate; 

making it the strongest Bengali cultural community 

that our next generations will feel proud to associate 

with. 

Hope people love the first Bengali community, 

Bichitra beyond words or reasons...just the way we 

love our family. 
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Friday October 20th 

6:00 PM Puja & Arati 
7:00 PM Dinner 
8:00 PM Concert (Auditorium) 

Saturday October 21st 
10:00 AM Puja 
11:00 AM Anjali 
Noon  Lunch 
2 PM   Dance - Avni Rao 

  Agomoni Program 
3:00 PM Natok – Durghatona -  MILITS 
4:00 PM Natok – Borda Dev Hazra(Chicago) 
5:00 PM Dandiya & Dhunuchi Dance 
6:00 PM Arati 
7:00 PM Dinner 
8:00 PM Concert (Auditorium) 

Sunday October 22nd 
10:00 AM Puja 
11:00 AM Anjali 
Noon  Lunch 
2:00 PM Pujor Adda 
4:00 PM Concert (Auditorium) 
6:00 PM Arati 
7:00 PM  Dinner 

PUJO PROGRAM পু োর অেুষ্ঠোে সূচী :: ~ 
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Cultural Program - সোাংসৃ্কততক অনুষ্ঠোন 
Padmasri Kavita Krishnamurthy-Subramaniam 
 
"Kavita Krishnamurthy's golden voice has given life to many 
lyrics and screen heroines." 
- The Times of India 
 
Kavita Krishnamurthy-Subramaniam, often credited as Kavita 
Subramaniam, is an Indian playback singer. Born on January 
25, 1958, in Delhi, India, she has made significant 
contributions to Indian film music in various languages, 
including Hindi, Bengali, Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam, Kannada, 
Gujarati, Marathi, and more. 

  

Kavita began her training in classical music under the 
guidance of Balram Puri, a classical singer. Later, she had the 
opportunity to work with the legendary Indian composer, R.D. 
Burman. Her breakthrough came in 1985 with the song 
"Tumse Milkar Na Jane" from the Hindi film "Pyaar Jhukta 
Nahin." 

  

She has worked with many significant music composers, 
including A. R. Rahman, Ilaiyaraaja, S. D. Burman, and 
Laxmikant-Pyarelal. She has rendered her voice to many 
famous actresses in Indian cinema and is known for her 
versatility and range. 

  

In 1999, she married violin maestro Dr. L. Subramaniam, becoming Kavita Krishnamurthy Subramaniam. 

  

Over her career, she has been honored with numerous awards. She has received the prestigious Padma Shri award by 
the Government of India in 2005 for her contributions to the arts. She has also been a four-time recipient of the Filmfare 
Best Female Playback Singer Award. 

  

Outside of her film music contributions, Kavita is actively involved in various philanthropic endeavors. She is a prominent 
member of the Global Symphony of Dr. L. Subramaniam, which provides free musical education to underprivileged 
children. 

 

Bichitra is honored to have Kavita Krishnamurthy-Subramaniam performing at Durga Puja 2023 on 
Sunday 22nd October, 2023. 
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The Anupam Roy Band  - Anupam Roy, Music Director, Lyricist, Singer 

Sandipan Parial (Parial), Drums 

Nabarun Bose (Nobby), Keyboards/Backing Vocals 

Rishabh Ray (Rishabh), Guitars (Electric/Acoustic) 

Kaustav Biswas (Rono), Bass Guitar 

অনুপম রায় ব্যান্ড  

সি িাঙামলে কারে কমিগুরুে "যমে দতাে ডাক শুরন দকউ না 
আরস তরি একলা চরলা দে" এই গান একাকী িরন িরন দগরয় 
ওঠাে কি দিমি অমিজ্ঞতা আরে ।  

নতুন প্রজরেে কারে দসই েকি একমি গান হরলা -  
"আিারক আিাে িরতা থাকরত োও । 
আমি মনরজরক মনরজে িরতা গুমেরয় মনরয়মে । 
আিারক আিাে িরতা থাকরত োও । 
আমি মনরজরক মনরজে িরতা গুমেরয় মনরয়মে । 
দযিা মেল না  মেল না দসিা না পাও ই থাক 
সি দপরল নষ্ট জীিন । " 

গিীে িািনা দক মক িারি সহজ করে িলরত হয় দসিা কেরত পারেন আজরকে সঙ্গীত মিল্পী অনুপি োয় । মতমন িাাংলা গারন কিীে সুিন, নমচরকতা, 
চন্দ্রমিনু্দ এরেে দযাগয উত্তেসুমে । ২০১০ সারল অরিাগ্ৰাি মসরনিাে েুরিা  করে পথ চলা শুরু ।  

নতুন ও পুরোরনা সি িাঙামল এখন অনুপরিে গারনে িক্ত । অনুপি োয় মনরজ গান দলরখন, সুে করেন, এিাং গান গাইরত ও পারেন । মনরজে গারনে 
অরনক অযালিাি েরয়রে । গত েি িেরে মেি িাে িরতা িাাংলা মসরনিারত মিউমজক মেরয়রেন । সৃমজত িুখাজজী, দকৌমিক গাঙু্গমল এরেে িরতা মডরেক্টে দেে 
সারথ কাজ করেন মনয়মিত । মিখযাত মসঙ্গাে অমেমজৎ মসাং ও  দেয়া দ াষাল এো গান করেরেন অনুপরিে সুরে ।  

িতজিারন িমলউরডে মসরনিারত পাাঁচিাে ও দিমি  মসরনিারত কাজ কেরেন । সুমজত সেকারেে মহমন্দ মসরনিা মপকু ও অরক্টািে মসরনিারত  মিউমজক মডরেক্টে 
মহরসরি কাজ করে সাো িােরতে কারে তুরল ধরেরেন তাে গারনে ডামল ।  

অনুপি োয় খুি পপুলাে ওনাে িযান্ড এে জনয ও । সাো মিরশ্ব গান পমেরিিন করেন তাো । অমডরয়ন্স ো গারন গলা মিমলরয় গাইরত থারকন । 
এিাই অনুপরিে গারনে মিরিষত্ব দয সকরল তাে গারনে িিজ সহরজ িুঝরত পারে । িরন হয় এই কথা গুরলা দতা আিাে জনযই দলখা । করেরপাোমে ও 
িামিে কাোকামে গান িানারত পারেন। দলাকগীমত, কীতজন, ও অনযানয িােতীয় সাংগীরতে প্রিাি আরে অনুপরিে গারন । মকন্তু একিা স্বকীয়তা আরে -দযিা 
সিাে দথরক অনুপি দক আলাো করে ।  

প্রমতমেন তাে গারনে িাধযরি সাধােণ দেরল দিরয়রেে আনন্দ ও মনরজরেে স্বপ্ন দিানাে অনুরপ্রেণা মেরয় চরলরেন ।  

তাে গারনে িরধয সিাই খুাঁরজ পায় এক আোি - িামিে গন্ধ । তাে গারনে দলখায় পাওয়া যায়  রোয়া সি িব্দ, খািারেে কথা যা আরগ দসিারি আরসমন 
িাাংলা গারন  - "যত শুকরনা দপয়াাঁজ কমল মিরজে িীরত" িা "কত কত মেন কািয হীন দথরক যায় মডরিে সাোয়" ।  

অনুপরিে ঝুমলরত অজস্র্য পুেস্কাে । একিা নযািনাল অযাওয়াডজ আরে প্রাক্তন মসরনিাে দিস্ট  মলমেমসস্ট ।  মতনরি মিল্মরিয়াে অযাওয়াডজস । মিমচজ মিউমজক, 
আনন্দ দসো িাঙামল, দিমল মসরন অযাওয়াডজ আরো আরো অরনক পাতা দিষ হরয় যারি মলখরত দগরল সি ।  

অনুপি োরয়ে দলখা কমিতাে িই আরে সাো োত দকরি যায় দতাে কথা দিরি ও দোাঁয়ারচ কলি । 
অনুপি োয় িাাংলা ও িােতীয় গারনে জগরত এক নক্ষে ।  
মিমচো অনুপি োয় দক এইিারেে েগূজা পজূারত আিন্ত্রণ জানারত দপরে খুি আনমন্দত ।  
 

Bichitra is honored to have Anupam Roy Band performing at Durga Puja 2023 

on Friday 20th October, 2023. 
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“Singing was always my first love” -  Surangana Bandyopadhyay. 

 

Besides her acting, Surangana has always nurtured 

her talent as a singer. After singing several hits, she 

has recently collaborated with Mumbai-based 

music composer Debanjan Biswas in his first Indian-

fusion in Bengali.  

She started the career as a dancer. At the age of 

nine she was a participant and a semi-finalist of the 

popular dance reality show 'Dance Bangla Dance 

Junior' in the year 2007-2008. The first film she 

worked in was Aaynate (2008) directed by Dulal 

Dey. In 2012, she worked in Goynar Baksho (2013) 

directed by Aparna Sen. She has worked in Open Tee Bioscope (2015) directed by Anindya Chatterjee who is a lead vocalist 

of Chandrabindoo band and produced by Shoojit Sircar. Recently, she has showed her talent as a lead actress in the movie 

Ballavpurer Roopkotha directed by famous actor Anirban Bhattacharya in 2022.  

Surangana works as a playback singer of several films and short films such as Open Tee Bioscope, Uma, Brahma Janen 

Gopon Kommoti, Ballabhpurer Roopkotha and more. 

 

Singer Dipayan Banerjee  

Dipayan Banerjee rose to fame with music reality shows. However, the singer then paved his road to success with serious 

training in music and hard work. Dipayan Banerjee is an Indian emerging singer and songwriter. He makes his musical 

albums on YouTube. He participated and selected as top 10 contestant of Zee TV show SA RE GA MA PA 2021. 

Dipayan was born in 1992 in Kolkata, West Bengal. Dipayan has been learning music since childhood as he loves music and 

performed in several theatre productions. He completed his education from Delhi. Dipayan started his singing career in 

2013 when he first appeared on Zee Bangla SA RE GA MA PA.  

Recently, Dipayan tied up with actress-musician Surangana Bandyopadhyay in a musical collaboration.  

 

Bichitra is honored to have Surangana- Dipayan Duo performing at Durga Puja 2023  

on Saturday 21st October, 2023. 
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   BEST WISHES FOR THE FESTIVE SEASON  

 

Wish you great success, health,  

and happiness on this Durga Puja  
 

all   

From; 

Dominic, Morgan, Nicole &  

Ermelin, Shubhayu & Angela, 

Rita & Joy Chakraborty 
(Tucson, Arizona) 
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Sharodiya Greetings 

from Michigan Literary and 

Theatrical Society (MILITS) 

a local nonprofit committed to 

promoting excellence in 

Bengali Theater and Literature 
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BICHITRA ENDOWMENT COMMITTEE 

BICHITRA ENDOWMENT COMMITTEE (BEC) 

Our Mission: BEC helps less fortunate adults and 

kids in US and India by mobilizing the power of 

volunteers and the generosity of donors 

Our Story: Bichitra Social Service wing has started 

its journey in 1992 and since then working towards 

its goal by giving volunteering hours and raising fund 

to help others who are in need. So far BEC has 

donated more than $150,000 to many noble causes 

and has helped various worthy organizations who are 

contributing to the total upliftment of humanity.  

Our Goal for 2023-24: Increase donation channels; 

Raise more funds; Expand volunteer base.  

 

 

 
 

Recent Donations: 

 Jeevansurya Hospital 

(India) 

 Vivekananda Society 

(India) 

 Aranyer Adhikar (Bankura, 

India) 

 KBDS - Rebuild a school in 

Deora Village (India) 

 Covid19 Relief for Kolkata 

during second wave 

 Grace Center of Hope 

(Detroit MI)  

 Neighborhood House 

(Detroit MI)  

 Detroit Rescue Mission 

Ministries 

 Avalon Healing Services   

 Friendship Circle of 

Michigan  

 DMC Children’s Hospital 

 Rotary Club of India 

  

  

  

Photos for Jeevansurya Hospital (India), Rotary Club (India), Aranyer 

Adhikar & KBDS -Rebuild a school in Deora Village (India) 
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Recent & In Progress Events: 

 Raising money through silent 

auctions.  

 Selling food prepared by volunteers 

  Approaching community members 

to donate money & Time for the 

worthy cause 

 Approaching Bichitra Members, 

especially seniors and youngsters to 

join BEC as volunteers  

 Arranging fun events for members 

during Thanksgiving & Holiday 

breaks 

 Collecting clothing, House Décor, 

Utensils etc. to sell in events 

  Can Drive, Collecting donation items 

from vendors, Winter Clothing 

Drive during Christmas, and 

Saraswati Pujo 

 Starting discussion about corporate 

funding with experienced members 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Please feel free to contact either Shampa Mukhopadhyay @ (248)-974-7254 or Sampada 

Banerji @ (678)-427-1088 or Anjan Mitra @ (734) 277-2086 if you have any queries or 

thinking about being part of this team.  
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পোঠ ভবন  
  
চল্লিশ বছর আগে  পাঠ ভবন শুরু হগেল্লছল ট্রে কল্লিউল্লনল্লি সেন্টাগর কগেক জন ছাত্র ছাত্রী সের 
ল্লনগে  িঞু্জ বেু ও িাধুরী হাজরার হাত ধগর। 
 
বাাংলা ভাষা /োল্লহতয ও োংসৃ্কল্লতর োগে পল্লরল্লচত হগত োকগলা  ছাত্র ছাত্রীরা । িা-বাবাগের োহায্য 
ও  ল্লশল্লিকাগের োহচগয্ে বাাংলা সু্কল  পাঠ ভবন ধীগর ধীগর অাংকুর সেগক ল্লকশলে,গুল্ম  হগে িহীরুগহ । 
েিগের োগে োগে অগনক  ল্লশল্লিকা/ ল্লশল্লিক এগেগছন । তাগের অিলূয েিে ল্লেগে বাাংলা সশখাগনার সচষ্টা 
কগরগছন । ল্লতনগি কযাম্পাে ট্রে, সনাভাই, ও কযান্টন - এখাগন পড়াগনা হগতা । েব ল্লিল্ললগে ল্লতন শত ছাত্র 
ছাত্রী উপকৃত হগেগছ এই  পাঠ ভবগনর ল্লশিাে । শুধুিাত্র বাাংলা সশখাগনা সয্ হে তা নে, এর পাশা 
পাল্লশ আঁকা সশখাগনা হে ।  ছাত্র ছাত্রীরা েল সবঁগধ নািক, নাচ ও োন কগর ল্লবল্লচত্রার নানা অনুষ্ঠাগন । তারা 
বাাংলা সলখা প্রকাশ কগর পগূজার িযাোল্লজগন । সকাল্লভড এর েিে বাাংলা সশখাগনা সেগি য্ােল্লন । অনলাইগন 
পড়াগশানা চলগছ । বাাংলা সশখার নেী প্রবাল্লহত েত কগেক চার েশক ধগর ।  
  
এই বছর আিরা েকগল ল্লিগল পাঠ  ভবগনর রুল্লব জুল্লবলী উেয্াপন করলাি । োরা ল্লেন ধগর বতেিান ও 
প্রাক্তন ছাত্র ছাত্রীরা হইহই করগলা । তারা িগে নািক করগলা "রল্লববার" । 
কগেক জন ল্লিগল কল্লবতা ও নৃতয পল্লরগবশন করগলা । পুগরাগনা ও বতেিান  ল্লশল্লিকা/ল্লশল্লিকরা সয্াে োন 
কগরল্লছগলন । েিগবত োন োইগলন তারা । ল্লবগলর ধযান ধযান সখলা ল্লেগে সছাগিা সের বযাোি ল্লশিা 
সেওো হগলা আর ল্লবগবকানন্দ েিগে অগনক কো জানাগনা হগলা। িা-বাবারা খুব উৎোগহর োগে হাগত 
হাত ল্লিল্ললগে এই অনুষ্ঠান সক েফল কগর তুগলগছন । ল্লক েুন্দর য্ৎন কগর তুগল রাখা পুগরাগনা ছাত্র 
ছাত্রীগের হাগতর কাজ ও আঁকা । এেব োজাগনা হগেল্লছগলা অনুষ্ঠাগন নতুনরা য্াগত উৎোল্লহত হগত পাগর । 
ল্লনগজর বাাংলা োংসৃ্কল্লতর আগরা কাছাকাল্লছ আেগত পাগর বাাংলা সেগক কগেকশ হাজার িাইল েগূর সেগকও 
।  
  
েগতযন বেু ও বতেিান ল্লশল্লিকা/ল্লশল্লিকরা এখগনা পাঠ ভবন ল্লনগে স্বপ্ন সেগখন ল্লক ভাগব আগরা নতুন ছাত্র 
ছাত্রীগের কাগছ বাাংলা সু্কগলর কো জানাগত পারগবন । আপনারা য্ল্লে বাাংলা ল্লশখগত বা সশখাগত চান 
তাহগল সয্াোগয্াে করুন পাঠ ভবগনর োগে। েকলগক শারেীোর শুগভচ্ছা ।  
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Bichitra Education Committee 
 
Accomplishments and celebrations: 
Path Bhaban celebrated its 40th anniversary on 29th July 2023. Students, alumni, teachers, volunteers, 
and parents gathered at the Troy Community Center to celebrate the milestone. Troy Mayor and 
Michigan Congresswoman also graced the occasion. A special Brochure with 44 pages was published 
for the Ruby Jubilee event. Students and alumni submitted their write-ups and art works for the 
Brochure. Many alumni shared videos in which they reflected on how the Bangla school had shaped 
their lives. Students performed on the stage. They participated in drama, dance, recitation, yoga, etc. 
An educational tour for the Path Bhaban students was arranged at the Natural History Museum in Ann 
Arbor on 30th July. Current students and alumni who have been associated with Path Bhaban for over 
five years were awarded. Path Bhaban has also recognized all the teachers and volunteers during this 
celebration.  
 
Regular Path Bhaban activities: 
Regular Canton Path Bhaban Sunday Bangla class continues virtually. Online Art class and Adult Bangla 
class both are continuing this year. 
 
Challenges: 
It’s clear that things are not the way they used to be before 2020. Path Bhaban is not an exception. 
During Covid-19 pandemic, Bangla class also went into online learning mode. There are many benefits 
in online learning. However, there can be a lack of engagement in virtual classrooms.  
 
Future Plans: 
We have observed during the preparation of the Ruby Jubilee event how excited and engaged the 
students were when they met face to face for the rehearsals. They seemed to enjoy each other’s 
physical presence. Students were able to connect with their Bangla school friends and their bonds 
became stronger after a couple of in-person meetings. It would be beneficial to the students and 
teachers if Path Bhaban could adopt a hybrid approach. A monthly in-person class in addition to the 
online Sunday class would be a better option. Students will get an opportunity to interact and connect 
with their peers through in-person classes. We can offer small group discussions and introduce Bengali 
culture. Path Bhaban wants to promote and continue to support children’s cultural activities mainly at 
Bichitra’s events and in the local communities. Performing on a stage helps boost children’s confidence 
and unlocks their ability to express themselves around others. 

 
The Education Committee would like to take this opportunity to thank all our teachers, students, 
parents, volunteers, and donors for their continuous effort, time, and enthusiasm. 
 

শুি িােেীয়া 
Shubho Sharadia 
Tanima Basu (Principal Educator) 
Tapash Dey (Associate Educator) 
Paromita Banerjee (Assistant Educator) 
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Graduate Name    : Apurva Poddar 

Parents     : Indrani and Ashish Poddar 

Graduated from/school  : International Academy East 

Going to/College/Pos t college  : Michigan State University 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Graduate Name    : Ishan Desai 

Parents     : Atasi Bagchi and Sheel Desai 

Graduated from/school  : Novi High School 

Going to/College/Post college  : University of Michigan 

        Ann Arbor  

 

 

 

 

 

Graduate Name    : Anish Dutta 

Parents     : Sanghamitra Sircar & Aloke Dutta 

Graduated from/school  : Bloomfield Hills high school 

Going to/College/Post college  : Michigan State Univ  

Major     : Business 

  

Congratulations High School 

Graduates 2023 
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Graduate Name    : Ankita Howlader (Sneha) 

Parents     : Ratan & Happy Howlader 

Graduated from/school  : Novi High School 

Going to/College/Post college  : Wayne State University,  

Major     : Major in Neuroscience 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Graduate Name    : Abhik Goswami 
Parents     : Prabhati & Ashis Goswami 

Graduated from/school  : Novi High School 

Going to/College/Post college  : Michigan State University 

Major     : Business 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graduate Name    : Dustin Chandra 
Parents     : Siladitya and Sherri Chandra 

Graduated from/school  : Farmington High School 

Going to/College/Post college  : Michigan State University 

Major     : Computer Science & Business 

 

 
 
 

  

Congratulations High School Graduates 2023 
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EMERGING PROFESSIONALS 
 

Name  : Dr Soumi Santra MD 

Parents : Sutapa and Manoranjan Santra 

MD from Rosalind and Franklin University of Medicine and Science. 

Chicago, IL 

 
 
 
 

 

Name   : Dr. Tanisha Mitra 

Parents  : Sarbani and Anjan Mitra 

Graduated from A.T.Still University, Arizona 

Going to University of Texas, San Antonio 

Started Residency from July 2023.  

 

 

 

Name   : Pratik Goswami 

Parents  : Prabhati & Ashis Goswami 

Graduated from University of Michigan, Ann Arbor 

Bachelor of Science, Computer Science 
 

 

 
Name   : Srijani Sengupta 

Parents  : Chandrani & Subhajit Sengupta 

Graduated from University of Michigan, Ann Arbor 

Bachelor of Science, Biology, Health, and Society  
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৪৯তম শোরটেোৎসব ১৪৩০/২০২৩! 

 
এবাং বোৎসতরক "ঐকতোন" ে “১০ ”-এ পো !  

 
 

  



 

“অধিক সন্ন্যাসী-তে গাজন নষ্ট” … মনন পরনে কথাটা? 

                                 Know a little folklore behind the Gajon festival!   

                                                                       ~~~ as told by Dr. Dhirendra Roy       

                                            

Chaitra Sankranti is a momentous day that almost sneaks past very quietly; this is 

the last day of the Bengali calendar. Equally quiet is the passing of the week of 

Gajon, which ends with Charak puja and coincides with Chaitra Sankranti. The 

folklore and cultural significance behind gajon is fascinating, but it is difficult now to 

find people within the urban milieu who know of the festival, especially among the millennials and further.  

Even people like me who is little over ½ century old hardly recall the painted gajon sanyasi faces and to me 

they pass like a dream seen 4 decades back…one of the reasons could be the shadowing of the subaltern 

by elitist culture. In Charak Gajon, mela or, fairs used to be a prime feature, where people gather to 

celebrate all aspects of the festival. চল গাজনের মেলায় চল…..! 

The festival is ingrained to rural Bengal as to what the Themed DurgaPuja is to Kolkata.  

Shiva and Parvati (Debi Durga incarnated as Maa Kali)’s marriage ceremony, or, Harakali’s marriage 

ceremony are at the center of the celebration held on the occasion of Chaitra Sankranti, the last day (April 

14) of the month of Chaitra, which is followed by Poila Baisakh, or Bengali New Year. On this feisty 

occasion, village folks atone for their sins and seek divine blessings for a bountiful harvest in the coming 

year. This is a three-day festival, which is celebrated in Tripura, Assam and almost all Hindu dominated rural 

Bengal, ending on the last day with some mind-numbing rituals. 

The exuberant performers and devotees in costume are often called Gajon sanyasis or bohurupis, some 

even refer to them as shawng (সং) or jesters. The roar or garjan of the devotees accompanied by drums and 

trumpets is often attributed to the origin of the word Gajon. The other theory is the combination of Bengali 

words gna ( গা াঁ= village) and jan (জে=people) and for a festival that brings together communities associated 

with deities such as Lord Shiva, Neel, and Dharmathakur 

Gajon sanyasis, with painted faces and costumes, were often seen on Kolkata streets singing Gajoner 

gaan even until a few decades ago, but not so much anymore. 

In an 1833 journal article written by Dewan Ramkamal Sen, secretary of the Asiatic Society, the author 

mentions the rituals, writing, "The word Charak is derived from Chakra or Charaka, which means a circle, 

and is used to signify moving or swinging in a circular direction; Charak Sanyasa implies leaving off worldly 

business, living abstemiously, observing austerities, for the propitiation of Siva." 

Each locality has a set of rituals, some common and some different, that might be interesting to see but not 

are not for the weak hearted. The traditions of Charak Puja involve worshipping the charak or gajari tree and 

devotees piercing themselves with sharp objects like hooks or long needles as an act of penance. The melas 

are usually organized on open fairground and see the participation of different ritualistic communities of all 

nearby villages. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.telegraphindia.com/my-kolkata/lifestyle/bishoypurs-performance-artists-the-bohurupis-get-support-from-government-and-theatre-groups/cid/1840365
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Many of the rituals involved in Charak are performed as acts of penance and are not for the weak hearted. Seen a Hindu 

devotee, during Charak Puja festival at a village in Barpeta district of Assam last year, nailed.  

 

  

This festival of Bengal involve pantomimes in colorful 

costumes by devotees and daring rituals. 

 

Devotees paint their faces to dress as gods and 

mythological characters and sing songs known as 

‘Gajaner gaan’ 

 

Courtesy- Plabon Das, Debasish Bose 
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The typical scene at a Charak fair! 

 

In some cases, mothers bring 

infant children to be blessed by 

the sanyasis. Like with many 

such festivals in India and 

around the world, the devotees 

are oft-heard saying that they 

are in a trance when performing 

these acts. Many such daredevil 

acts — including rituals with fire, 

being pierced by arrows and 

lying on a bed of nails — are 

part of the rituals for the festival. 

The acts were once seen as a way for peasants to gain the respect and favor of landlords. During the British 

Raj, official orders prohibited the piercing of bodies and hook swinging in public. The festival continued 

despite the ban, but over time the acts of self-inflicted pain reduced and the traditional public show 

— shawng, bohurupi or pantomime — were seen more.  

Notable places to feel the prime Charak Gajon festivities in Bengal are:: 

• Krishnadebpur near Ambika Kalna- Bardhaman  

• Shantipur in Nadia 

• Gurudasnagar near Diamond Harbour 

• Bijna village near Halisahar 

• Gangatikuri village near Katwa in East Bardhaman  

• Bagnan in Howrah  

• Baruipur 

• Joynagar-Majilpur 
 

 

                                  গাজননর ঢাধক 
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গত আট বছর ঐকতানে’র কাজ করছছ, আপোরা যারা ছবছচত্রা’র পরে অেুগােী, সবাই জানেে প্রছত বছর আোনের শ্রনেয় শ্রী ডঃ 

ধীনরেো’র  মলখা পূজাসংখযার ঠিক েনধযর পাতায় মেনক পূজা’র মলখানক কতটা আকর্ ষণীয় কনর তুলত! আোর সছতযকানরর পরে 

মসৌভাগয ছছল প্রছতবছর তাাঁর মলখা পাণূ্ডছলছপ মক  মলখার রূপ মেওয়া- এই সূনত্র তাাঁর সানে আোর প্রছত পূনজা’র আনগ মরাজ 

ঘণ্টাখানেক কনোপকেে ম ানতা!  

পূজাসংখযা-র  এই োে “ঐকোন” তা াঁর-ই মেওয়া! 

বলাই বাহুলয, তাাঁর অসীে বাংলা ও ইংনরজজ জ্ঞাে োপার ও বলা আোর পনে অসম্ভব! 

এই বছর মকউ ম ানণ আোয় বললও ো…” এই তে মমনেয়ী এবার কলম কাগজ আননা “…তাাঁর অেুপছিছত ও  াসযেুখর ম াে 

পূজার আনগ’র এই  াল্কা েুপুনরর মরানে, ঝরা পাতা র সানে একটা ছবরাট শূেয নেঃশব্দ্য!  ২০২২ এর মসনেম্বনর গতবছনরর ডানয়ছর 

মত মলখা আনছ, উছে তখে  সছপটানল ছচছকৎসাধীে  ছছনলে, এত ভালবাসনতে ছেনজর কৃঠি, বাংলানেশ-মক, বাংলা-মক,আোয় 

বনলছছনলে কনয়ক-টা মোট  স…আোনের অছত পছরছচত উৎসব  ”গাজে ও চরক” এর ওপর, আর বনলছছনলে মসছেে 

”“ েখন সময় পানব মমনেয়ী, এটা তেষ তকানরা “’ 

My tears rolling, I do not know Dhirenda…but I’m sure there must have been some uncanny connection of us in past life 

that YOU had been so kind to teach me the fundamentals….so here it is for YOU to read and confirm if I have done it 

right, as YOU would have always validated every year thus far! 

Hope I could fulfill your command! 

 

You had an unique hearty smile, that was contagious to all, 

With a heart of gold that never falls. 

As my teacher role model, you set the bar so high, 

Recall that you taught me all I can do is keep head high and try! 

 

                                                         ২০২৩’এর পূজার প্রণাে মেনবে,    ইছত, নেনত্রয়ী               
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তমলন  
চন্দ্রো নোয়ক 
 

অচিন্ত্য ট্রেনে কনে মা ও বাবাে বাৎসচেক কাজ কোে জেয গয়া েওো হনে । ইো ট্রসখাে 

ট্রেনক কাশী ও হচেদ্বাে হনয়  চেনজে কানজে জায়গায় চিেনব । ট্রস দশশে শাস্ত্র পড়ায় একটা 

কনেনজ । চবনয় ো কনেচে । যানক ট্রস ভানোবাসন া ট্রস  ানদে সমাে জা  ো হওয়ায় 

চবনয়টা আে হনয় ওনেচে । এক কোয়  াে চবনয়ে িুে এখনো িুটনোো । কাজ ট্রসনে 

ট্রস  কাশী ও হচেদ্বানেে পনে েওো হয় । যচদও এই উত্তো খনে ট্রস বহুবাে এনসনে । োো 

ধেনেে সাধু, সন্ত্ ট্রস খুব পেন্দ কনে । মনে  াে খুবই অেুসচিৎসা ট্রয চকনসে টানে  াাঁ ো ঘে সংসাে ট্রেনড় সাধু হয় । এবাে 

কুম্ভ ট্রমোে ট্রযানগ সাো পৃচেবী ট্রেনক প্রায় ট্রোকজে এনসনে । চবচভেয সম্প্রদানয়ে সাধুো ও সন্ন্যাসীো ও এনসনেে । "হে  চক 

ট্রপয়ােী "ে ঘানট সিযায় ট্রবদগাে ও ববচদক মন্ত্র উচ্চােে কনে যখে "মা" গঙ্গানক আেচ  কো হয় , ট্রস দৃশয এক ট্রদখবাে 

মন াে ।  আনোয় আনোময় হনয় ওনে । 

 

অচিন্ত্য ট্রিনয় োনক ট্রসচদনক আে ভানব হয়ন া ট্রকানো চদে পাচেজা নক একসময় মনেে মােুষ চেে ট্রদখা হনয় ট্রযন  পানে 

।  অচিন্ত্য এখনো পাচেজা নক ভানোবানস । সুদীঘশ চিশ, পাঁয়চিশ বেে ট্রকনট ট্রগনে । ট্রস আে পাচেে সানে ট্রযাগানযাগ োনখ 

চে ইো কনেই । য দূে জানে ট্রস সুচবমনেে সনঙ্গ ঘে কেনে । আে চকেু জানে ো ট্রবশী । চদনেে ট্রবো পাহানড়ে চদনক ঘুনে 

ট্রবড়ায়, োন  গঙ্গা মাইয়াে আেচ  দযানখ । একচদে হটাৎ একটা পাহানড়ে গুহাে কানে এনস দযানখ একজে সাধু প্রায় বেে ষাট, 

পাঁয়ষট্টি বয়স  ামানট েঙ  বনস ধযাে কেনেে । অনেক জে সমাগম হনয়নে । খুবই োম কো সাধুজী । মাোয় েম্বা জটা  গানয় 

ট্রকানো বস্ত্র ট্রেই । শুধু ট্রকৌচপে, একটা চিমনট আে একটা ঝুচে । সাধুবাবা ধযানে মগ্ন । এ  ট্রোক সমাগম চকন্তু সাধু বাবাে ট্রিাখ 

বি ।  

 

চক আশ্চযশয এই খানে হটাৎ অচিন্ত্যে মনে হনো পাচেে মন া কাউনক ট্রদখনো ট্রস ।  

কানে ট্রযন ই বেে - চক ট্র ামাে োম পাচে ? পাচে বেে -  ুচম অচিে দা ? 

- আচম আজ পাঁচিশ বেে আমাে চেরুনেশ হনয় যাওয়া স্বামীনক খুাঁনজ ট্রবড়াচে । আজও পাইচে ।  

অচিন্ত্য বেে ট্রস চক? এ  চকেু ঘনট গযানে ?  

 

 াো দুজনে সাধু বাবানক চজজ্ঞাসা কেে - বাবা আপোে োম চক? আপচে ট্রকাে সম্প্রদানয়ে সাধু? ট্রকে সাধু হনয়নেে? 

সাধুবাবা চহচন্দন  যা বেনেে -  াে বাংো কেনে হয় - চ চে োো সম্প্রদায় ভুক্ত । আচম চেনজে ইোয় বাড়ী ট্রেনড়চে - আমাে 

গুরু ট্রদহ ট্রেনখনেে ।  াাঁ ে কানেই আমাে শাস্ত্রচশক্ষা । আে আনগে কো সাধুনদে বেন  ট্রেই । এটুকু ট্রজনে োচখস । 

 

পাচেজা  বেে অচিে দা এই সাধুে চপনেে ডাে চদনক একটা মস্ত বনড়া জরুে, এনসা ট্রদনখ যাও । আমাে মনে হয়  ইচে 

আমাে স্বামী চেনেে । সুচবমনেে চপনেও ঠিক এই জায়গায় এমে একটা জরুে চেে । দাচড় , ট্রগানি , জটায় ভচ শ  সাধু বাবা 

ট্রক ট্রিো যানে ো । 
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- আচম বেচে ইচেই সুচবমে ।  

 

এই সাধু বাবাে এখে োম চগচে বাবা । উচে চবচভন্ন্ জায়গায় ঘুনে ঘুনে ট্রবড়াে । পাচেজা  বনে অচিে দা ওোনক আে চকেু 

চজজ্ঞাসা কেনবা ো ওোনক ওোে সাধোে পনে  পসযা কেন  দাও । আচম বাধা হনয় দাড়ানবা ো । এই বনে কাাঁ দন  কাাঁ দন  

পাচেজা  িনে যানে - এই সময় অচিন্ত্য বনে -দাাঁ ড়াও আজ আচম এ চদে পনে ট্র ামানক ট্রদখোম আে  ুচম স্বামীনক ট্রদখন  

ট্রপনে । বেুে আে ো বেুে  ুচম চিেন  ট্রপনেনো । আজ সিযায় আমো আেচ  ট্রদখব - ট্রকমে ?  

 

প্রশ্ন  
চন্দ্রো নোয়ক  
মা মনোেমা ট্রক ডাকনো - েমা এচদনক আয় বাবানক এক কাপ িা কনে ট্রদ - েমা বনে আচম পােনবা ো  ুচম বড়চদনক বে - মা 

এক প্রস্থ খুব বকাবচক কেে - বনড়া ট্রমনয় পদ্মা সবসময় মানয়ে িাইিেমাশ খানট 

- ট্রস এচগনয় এনস বাবানক িা কনে ট্রদয় । েমা  একটু কুাঁ নড় , ট্রদখন  সুন্দে, িসশা | 

ভানব  াে চবনয় বড়চদে আনগ হনয় যানব । মা বাবাে ও খুব চিন্ত্া হয় । বনড়া ট্রমনয় 

পদ্মা অ  ট্রদখন  ভানো েয় । চকন্তু খুব গুনেে ও কানজে । ট্রেখা পড়ায় মাো ট্রেই 

অ  ।  

চবনয়ে সময় হে । পদ্মানক ট্রদখন  এে ।   ানক  ট্রদনখ পািপক্ষ এে  খুব পেন্দ হনয় ট্রগে । ট্রেনে অ  টা ট্রদখন  সুন্দে 

েয় ।  নব খুব কমশে ও গুনেে । চেনজনদে কাপনড়ে বযবসা । এচদনক েমাে চবনয়ে সময় হনো ।  ানক পাি পক্ষ ট্রকবে 

পেন্দ েয় বনে যায় । মা, বাবাে চিন্ত্াে ট্রশষ ট্রেয় । ট্রশষ পযশন্ত্ একজে ট্রেনে শযামো েঙ, মুখ ট্রিাখ সুন্দে ট্রোমা ট্রক পেন্দ 

কনে ট্রগে । যো সমনয় েমাে চবনয় হনয় ট্রগে । শাশুড়ী  অসুস্থ োকায় েমা ট্রক সংসানেে সব চদক সামোন  হে । যচদও 

সংসানে িােজে ট্রোক  ানক চেনয় ।  

একচদে ভা  োমান  চগনয় হান  ভান ে িযানে হা  পুনড় যায় । ট্রস চকেু কেন  পানে ো । শাশুড়ী  খাবাে পায়ো ঠিক 

সমনয় । স্বামীে েমাে ওপে একটু োগ ট্রহাে । েমাে স্বামী সুকান্ত্ োন্ন্া কেন  জানে । ট্রকানো েকনম ট্রসদ্ধ ভা  কনে সকনেে 

মুনখ খাবাে  ুনে  ট্রদয় । পনেে চদে দযানখ সুকান্ত্ এক ভদ্র মচহো ট্রক বাড়ী চেনয় আনস োন্ন্া কোে জেয ট্রয কচদে েমাে হা  

ো ট্রসনে ওনে । এই মচহোে সনঙ্গ একটি বেে পাাঁ নিনকে বাচ্চা ট্রেনে ও আনস । বাচ্চা ট্রেনেটিে োম বাবেু  

- েমা চজনজ্ঞস কনে ট্র ামো ট্রকাোয় োনকা ? বনে ভাড়া বাচড়ন  । জােো বাবা আে আমাে মা ও আমো সবাই ট্র া 

একসনঙ্গই োচক । েমা একটু অবাক হয় । বাবা,মা ট্র া এক সনঙ্গই োকনব । এ আে ে ুে চক আনে ? সুকান্ত্ ট্রক আঙু্গে চদনয় 

ট্রদচখনয় বনে ওইন া আমাে বাবা । েমা  অবাক হনয় যায় ।  াে স্বামী ট্রেনেটিে বাবা -  াহনে চক সুকান্ত্ে আে একটি চবনয় 

আনে ?  
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Arranged Marriage 

SuSanta Sarkar 

Arranged or not? Let’s ask the guru, chatGPT, what is an arranged marriage.  

Here is its answer! 

“Arranged marriage is a cultural practice in which families or matchmakers 

choose spouses for individuals based on a variety of factors, such as social 

status, education, and family background. While arranged marriage may not 

align with certain Western cultural norms, it is a common practice in many parts of the world and has been 

for centuries. In terms of natural selection and evolution, arranged marriage may not necessarily go 

against these processes. Natural selection is the process by which certain traits become more or less 

common in a population over time based on their ability to aid in survival and reproduction. Arranged 

marriage does not necessarily prevent individuals with advantageous traits from reproducing and passing 

on those traits to their offspring. That being said, arranged marriage can potentially limit the genetic 

diversity within a population, which could have negative consequences in the long term. Additionally, 

arranged marriage can lead to individuals being paired with partners who they may not be compatible 

with, which could have negative effects on their mental health and overall well-being. “ 

Well, do you agree with the answer.  I would say it needs improvement!  

 First of all, arranged marriages are not one size fits all.  To give you a couple of examples, do you think 

prince Williams and Kate's marriage was arranged? You probably know Harry's was not! Now, I am not 

going to bring up which one is successful so far, we will talk about that little later in the write up. Yes, 

there are marriages still being arranged in villages of India where the groom and bride meet for the first-

time during marriage ceremony! By google search the rate of separation of such arranged marriages are 

lower than not arranged ones! Interesting, isn’t it? I did not say those are happy marriages or not, mind it!  

 Arranged marriage in this day and age may involve some other parties suggesting a suitable match 

considering partner’s background and most cases followed by one-on-one meeting. In not arranged 

marriage, the would-be spouses may fall in love at first or subsequent sight while in college or high school 

or church or concert hall or more likely in a bar. The bar encounter could be happening while slightly 

inebriated state, in a dimly lit establishment imagining the would be romantic partner, as very close cousin 

of Tom Cruise or younger version of Meryl Streep.  There is no third party involved. The folk wisdom says, 

one's heart will seek out the right mate. But here is a curve ball, per Google, seeking to meet someone on 

a dating app accounts for over 30 percent of people looking for romance. Sometimes, these apps claim to 

be intelligent, artificial kind. Scratching my head to figure if that can be labeled arranged or not?  

 Now that I have elaborated on arranged and not arranged marriage, let’s get to the improvement part. 

The opposite of arranged is random or haphazard, something like that. So, do you think majority of 

marriages in USA are not arranged? Remember, the guy, from a middle-class family, has to always at least  
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meet the girl’s father!  And the girl has to meet the boy’s mother! Often wondered, why the mother is not 

the gate keeper for the Romeo, sorry I digress! If there is some discord in these meetings a lot of family 

drama ensues. Remember Harry and Megan! But the point is, it is not completely random or haphazard 

even in marriages that are not arranged. 

Coming back to disagreement with ChatGuru.  The first disagreement is this: ...While arranged marriage 

may not align with certain Western cultural norms. Well, King Charles, sort of, had an arranged marriage 

with Dianna. So did Prince William. And average middle-class families practice some form of arrangement 

in their marriage process. So, it is not entirely out of norm for western culture to half align with arranged 

marriage. Oops, the example of King Charles does not go hand in hand with happy marriages, does it? But 

King Charle's first marriage was arranged, none the less! 

Second disagreement:  That being said, arranged marriage can potentially limit the genetic diversity 

within a population, which could have negative consequences in the long term. I think it is completely 

opposite.  Arranged marriage tries to prevent the bad effect of gene incompatibility.  My argument against 

this is, If one excludes tribal marriages, which I agree limits the gene pool, then this statement holds no 

ground. Per Indian custom, professional match makers look at, cultural and family background. Some 

professional matchmakers, not the ones popular in TV shows, keep generational information about 

successful marriages and health and well-being of progeny's, from details based on family, clan (Gotrom), 

location, etc.  To make sure about compatibility, they use birth chart as a unique record locator!  They try 

to prevent bad outcomes regarding mental and physical health. In this context, note that in Silicon Valley 

there is preponderance of children with ADHD, related to bunch of very smart people falling in love at first 

sight and marrying! So, sorry chatGuru, I don't buy this statement! 

The last sentence is hard to wrap one’s head around:  ...Additionally, arranged marriage can lead to 

individuals being paired with partners who they may not be compatible with, which could have negative 

effects on their mental health and overall well-being. As I outlined above in match making, they look at the 

compatibility based on not only the individual, but family, social standing, education, etc. I am not sure 

how this statement arrived at.  Could not find any example of this in current time. But, in not arranged 

marriages I can site plenty of incompatibility. If you have sneaked out to Hindi movies in your teenage 

years, the majority of movies were based on rich guy falling in love with dirt poor girl or other way round. 

In the whole movie the hurdles the hero and heroine had to go through can be dealt with only by 

Bollywood heroes and heroines with divine powers.  Can you handle villain Pran's cunning? You are not 

Dharmendra or Hema Malini, are you? So, success of getting married with such incompatibility is close to 

zilch! 

But I can give a very successful example of arranged marriages.  Have you watched Mrs. Sudha Murty's 

interviews about marriage? 

About the Author - After working for a very long time Susanta Sarkar retired from being an Automotive 

Engineer. Since then, he plays a lot of tennis, reads a lot of short stories and novels, and tries to play 

musical instrument and sing. 
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Where the Sky Meets the Earth 

Tanima Basu 

While visiting Monument Valley, the 17-

mile loop road which just reopened 

during the pandemic, we experienced the 

vastness of nature with our eyes. This 

place is called Navajo Nation’s 

Monument Valley Navajo Tribal Park. 

Monument Valley (Navajo: Tsé Biiʼ 

Ndzisgaii, meaning valley of the rocks) is 

located on the Arizona and Utah state line 

of the United States of America. Navajo 

Nation is one of the largest native 

American reservations in the US. We have 

witnessed one of the most majestic 

places on earth. This great valley boasts sandstone masterpieces that tower at heights of 400 to 

1,000 feet, framed by scenic clouds casting shadows that graciously roam the desert floor. The angle 

of the sun accents these graceful formations, providing scenery that is simply spellbinding. The red 

soil always attracts me and reminds me of my homeland. I grew up in the state of West Bengal in 

India. My hometown is in the district of Purulia. We have red earths. This laterite is both a soil and 

a rock which is rich in iron and aluminum.  

 

The landscapes of Monument valley 

overwhelm all of us, not just by its beauty 

but also by its vastness. The fragile 

pinnacles of rock are surrounded by miles 

of mesas and buttes, shrubs, and trees. This 

valley presents magnificent colors and 

shapes. This is really a beautiful land. 

Natural processes started way before, even 

before human existence. This Park was a 

lowland basin. For hundreds of millions of 

years, materials that eroded from the early 

Rock Mountains deposited layers of 

sediment which cemented a slow and gentle uplift, generated by ceaseless pressure from below the 

surface, elevating these horizontal strata quite uniformly one to three miles above sea level.  
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This basin became a plateau. Natural forces like wind and water that eroded the land spent the last 

50 million years cutting into and peeling away at the surface of the plateau. The simple  

 

wearing down of altering layers of soft and 

hard rock slowly revealed the natural wonders 

of Monument Valley today.  

There are many landmarks in Monument 

valley such as the East, West Mittens, the 

Merrick butte, the Totem pole, the North 

window overlook, the Three sisters, the 

Elephant butte, the Artist’s point. If you come 

near to these landmarks and close your eyes, 

you will feel the existence of an almighty or 

something powerful. It is a sacred place 

indeed. Sunrise in the early morning is a 

magical event in this valley. When first sunrays fall onto red rocks of the desert the entire place 

looks marvelous. You can enjoy different shades of red because light reflects in different angles 

looks marvelous from these curves of the canyon which were sculpted over the years. The desert 

offers different vistas when the sun is on the middle of the sky. The angle of the sun accents these 

graceful rocks, providing scenery that is simply awesome. The dry and dusty desert is wild in the 

winter days.   

Monument valley is unique because of its archaeological and cultural intrigue. Navajo Tribes live in 

this land. It was amazing to explore that Novajo peoples are ‘luchi’ lovers like us. They call it 

‘Frybread’. It’s like unsweetened funnel cake, but softer and thicker with a lot of air bubbles and 

greasy. The size is bigger than our luchi and it is served by cutting it into four pieces. Traditionally, 

it is served with honey or powdered sugar. The ingredients are the same as flour, salt, and water. 

They use lard also. One of the slices of frybread has 700 calories and 25gm of fat. This food habit 

has caused diabetes pandemic and obesity in the reservations. Similarly, diabetes is very common 

in India because of the carbohydrate enriched food. The history of this frybread is attached with 

perseverance and pain. Navajo frybread originated 144 years ago, when the United States forced 

Red Indians living in Arizona to make the 300-mile journey known as the "Long Walk" and relocate 

to New Mexico. This new land couldn't easily support their traditional staples of vegetables and 

beans. To prevent the indigenous populations from starving, the government gave them white flour,  
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processed sugar, and lard—the makings of 

frybread and canned goods as well as 

There are some other cultural similarities 

among indigenous people (red Indians) 

and Asian Indians. During springtime, 

regional people of West Bengal celebrate 

folk festivals by doing song and dance 

festivals attached to the celebration of 

Lord Shiva during ‘Charak’ festival. The 

Charak, derived from the word ‘chakra’ or 

the wheel, represents the movement of 

the Sun. It is symbolized by a high pole, 

from which the devotees hang suspended from iron hooks, as a symbolic sacrifice to Lord Shiva. 

They take fasting all day and walk on the red-hot coal pieces with bare feet. Devotees pierce their 

tongue, skin of the upper chest or upper back with sharp objects. Similarly, these types of practice 

are present among red Indians in the United States. It is known as “Sun-dance”. When practiced, 

self-mortification was generally accomplished through piercing: mentors or ritual leaders inserted 

two or more slim skewers or piercing needles through a small fold of the supplicant’s skin on the 

upper chest or upper back; the mentor then used long leather thongs to tie a heavy object such as 

a buffalo skull to the skewers. A dancer would drag the object along the ground until he succumbed 

to exhaustion, or his skin tore free. Piercing was endured by only the most committed individuals; 

it was done to ensure tribal well-being as well as to fulfill the supplicant’s individual vow.  

The Monument Valley portrays the beauty of nature, packed with scenic vistas in all directions. This 

is the place where the Sky meets the Earth. It’s more than just a visual treat, it uplifts your soul. 

These magnificent mountains teach us humility and gratitude the best. I immediately time travelled 

to the motherland when I touched and smelled the red soil.  
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Thakurbaba- the twice refugee teenager… 

By: Kripa Bandyopadhyay 

It was time again to think about what I would write for this year’s 

Durga Puja Brochure. Many ideas were coming to my mind, but 

nothing was really sticking. Finally, I looked over some old papers 

where I had interviewed my grandfather when he was in a pensive 

mood, and I chose to narrate my Thakurbaba’s story about escaping 

a war-torn Burma and becoming a refugee for the first time in 1942. 

Although, he and his family had become refugees for the second 

time in 1947. 

As a child I was often intrigued by the fact that every member of my 

family had baby photographs, some in color and some in black and white, but no childhood 

photographs existed of my maternal grandfather (lovingly called Thakurbaba). Later I found out 

that he was a child refugee who fled war-ravaged Burma during World War II and again from East 

Pakistan, after the partition, never going back to the countries he fled from. On the morning of 

December 7th, 1941, the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor. And, on December 8th, 1941, America, 

under President Roosevelt, and Great Britain declared war on Japan, marking the US' entry into 

World War II. Thousands of miles away, this event would change the destiny of my mother’s 

family forever. I had the opportunity to interview my then 87-year-old Thakurbaba about his six 

months ordeal leaving Burma during World War II.  

Thakurbaba and his extended family lived in Rangoon, (now called Yangon), the capital city in 

southern Burma for 3 generations. He said, “the news was that the Japanese were going to invade 

Burma from the South and Rangoon was their first target.” The Japanese forces were quickly 

gathering strength in Southeast Asia and reports were coming in daily, that they were winning 

against McArthur’s forces, so an attack on Burma was imminent. “So, the whole family decided to 

move to Maubin,” a town west of Rangoon. “One fine December day, after school, I found out 

that we were moving to Maubin. I went and said goodbye to my buddies, and we left our home on 

Thomson Road, not realizing that I will never go back again.” 

The news about the northward aggression of the Japanese from the Philippines was in the air. 

“We again decided to move, this time a little North to a place called Henzada (now called 

Hinthada), but that too was not safe. My father and my uncle decided that we should move 

further north to a place called Allneyo on the river Irrawaddy." The Japanese were quickly moving 

North covering a lot of grounds and the British were no match. “We moved again, this time by 

steamer on the river Irrawaddy. It was a beautiful journey; although there was a war happening, 

the trip was a very peaceful one.” In retrospect, this was probably the calm before the storm; “We  
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reached Mandalay (the second largest city in Burma) and stayed there for a few weeks in a 

beautiful house, but my mother and grandmother became petrified when they found the house 

infested with dead and living rats; ‘a sure sign of Plague’ they said.” At that time there were 

reports of the Plague in rural Burma.  

The elders were extremely frightened by the Plague; “The family packed everything up and 

decided to leave Mandalay and move to a hill station called Maymyo.” Maymyo was a picturesque 

town in the Shan highlands in northern Burma. Amidst its beautiful flora and fauna, the family 

thought it was a safe place. “There were periodic air raid sirens and when that happened, we all 

went to the jungle to hide.” Soon the city of Rangoon fell to the Japanese who destroyed its port 

and oil refinery; “News came that the Japanese were further advancing northward, and in the 

house, with the help of locals, we started digging up a L shaped slit trench overnight, making a 

trench roof of logs covered with sandbags.” The intent behind the L trench was to hide from the 

Japanese bombers in the event they would come to bomb. My family likely thought the frequency 

of bombing would increase, and they were right. 

The bombing soon began; “I vividly remember one morning the siren going on and we ran to the 

trench. I looked up and I saw the silver wings glistening in the sun. Soon the bombing started. 

Every time the bomb fell, the whole trench would violently shake. It was very frightening." 

Thakurbaba and his family eventually came out after an all-clear siren; “I went outside to check on 

our neighbors and all I saw were dead bodies lying on where a bomb eventually landed, just a 

hundred yards away from our trench. Had the bomb landed on our trench, we would have all 

perished.” Maymyo, the sleepy town, was now a ghost town. Being a curious teenager, 

Thakurbaba wanted to take a piece of bomb shrapnel home as a souvenir, however “it was so 

sharp and hot that it almost ripped off my finger and I got into a big soup as everyone hollered at 

me!” he smiled, nodding his head as he reminisced. 

The family now had to leave Maymyo, "but the problem was getting a train reservation.” There 

was a war, and so everything was disorganized, and resources were scarce. “We had to go back to 

Mandalay to catch a train and head further North.” At this time, they were driving towards 

Mandalay.  “When we were nearing Mandalay, the city was burning. The houses in Mandalay 

were made of wood and the British were following ‘the Scorched Earth Policy’ and fleeing north to 

a place called Michina.” Houses were set on fire so that the Japanese could not use the land's 

resources when they captured it. Michina (spelled today as Mytkyina) was the northern-most river 

port and railway point in Burma.  

Each person was allowed to carry a shoulder bag weighing no more than two kilos. The journey of 

five hundred miles, which usually took a day by train, took several days to complete; “It was a 

horrific journey! When the train engineer heard the noise of aircrafts, he would stop the train and 

we would leave and go to nearby villages to get temporary shelter in the thick tropical under 

growths below the tall trees.” The Japanese would carry out massive carpet bombing in the area 

trying to destroy the infrastructure, “but luckily our train was spared every time. We saw  
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countless bodies on the way strewn by the railroad’s tracks.” The situation was also worsened by a 

cholera epidemic, “fearing drinking the local water; my father would go to the engine room and 

get hot boiling water for us to drink” as cholera was a water born disease. 

They reached Michina and stayed in a refugee camp where “the houses were made of bamboo 

slates with a very flimsy cover. We had to stand in a long line every day to get food like rice and 

lentil soup.” This was a real hand to mouth existence. “One day in May we were told that we were 

to be relocated to India by air. We were packed in a jeep and sent to the nearest makeshift 

airstrip”, an open space and runaway made of steel slates organized by the USAF. The planes were 

Dakotas flown by American pilots. “When we arrived, the plane's propellers were rotating as it 

was ready to depart, so we were quickly put onto the plane, squatting on the floor as it was 

packed like a cattle wagon. This was our first air journey, and I was 14 years old.” 

“The two-hour flight landed in Dinjam in Assam, northeast India. We were now refugees at the 

mercy of God and the Government.” During this time, the government was slow to respond to the 

needs of the civilian refugees; “The government gave us pillows and blankets and food for a 

week.” They were taken to a school in Tezpur, Assam. Finally in May 1941, they boarded a 

steamer on the river Brahmaputra and left for Chittagong in Bangladesh; “We finally arrived at our 

ancestral home much to the relief of the family, who were anxiously waiting for us every day for 

several months." 

Every time I see a picture of a curious child refugee in 

the news, I think of my Thakurbaba who overcame 

tremendous hardships and challenges during his 

teenage years. Like many refugee children he was 

homeschooled, and later moved away from his family 

to study Engineering at Jadavpur and then at Glasgow. 

My Thakurbaba became philosophical and told me, 

“My grandmother, your great-great grandmother, 

always said ‘never underestimate the power of your 

faith and your prayer’ for it is by divine blessing that all 

of us miraculously survived the 1940s and did well in 

life.” 

So, I hope, one can understand why he is my hero and 

inspiration! 

    Shri Gopal Krishna Chakrabarti  

        (pic @ Jadavpur Engineering College, 1947 

April 23rd, 1928 - August 25th, 2020 
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Nature’s Beauty captured iN my miNd aNd moBile  
Sultanate of Oman, located on the 

Southeastern coast of the Arabian 

Peninsula shares its land borders 

with Saudi Arabia, United Arab 

Emirates and Yemen while shares its maritime borders with Iran and 

Pakistan. Due to its geographical location at the arid and semiarid belt of 

the globe, it is classified as an arid country. But it is full of varied and attractive landscapes with unspoiled 

wilderness provides outstanding leisure opportunities.  

If any long weekend arrives our minds run fast to visit the beautiful places which are abundant near Muscat, 

the capital city of Oman. And really such an opportunity arrived on the last weekend of September 2023 and 

we a group of 5 friends visited Wadi Al Arbeieen located in Al Sharqiyah region of Oman in our 4WD car. 

Wadi, is a term derived from the Arabic language and can be translated as a valley or ravine. Wadi Al Arbeieen 

is about a distance of 127 kms from Muttrah, a center of commerce, one of the largest seaports of Oman.                                                                              

The sea-green, clear, cool water of the wadi, the greenery, the rugged mountain 

cliffs, the scorching sun during noon and soothing calmness of setting sun in 

evening, the cool breeze with moon sight in the clear blue sky at night – all different 

natural phenomena enriched our mind and soul and aroused our willingness to 

capture vast different scenes in front of our eyes with our simple mobile phone 

cameras.  

Our entire day and night stay in Wadi Al Arbeieen will remain in our mind for long and one most important 

message that I want to spread is to Save and Protect Our Mother Earth for the survival of Mankind. 
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Mango Pickle  

-by Harshil Pathak 

“Please go inside. I don’t think I will be able to come early. Two 
lanes are already closed due to construction and there is an 
accident on the only open lane. Even ambulance is not able to 
reach to them.” Arjun’s voice had a mixed feeling of anger and 
frustration. 

It’s been more than 15 years since Arjun and Geet dated each 
other. Now they both have stable careers and that is why they 
have decided to inform their parents about their desire to marry 
each other. Geet was meeting Arjun’s mom for the first time, but 
Arjun got stuck in traffic so bad that it seems impossible for him 
to be there on time. And now he is convincing Geet to go inside 
his house and meet his mom without him.  

“I am not going by myself.” Geet gave a straightforward 
response. 

“But you have been waiting for an hour already. What is the point of sitting inside your car while it 
is parked right outside my house? Please go inside. I will call mom to open the door for you. And 
anyway, she must be waiting for you. You should not be late.” Arjun did his very best to convince 
her.  

“She is waiting for both of us. And what am I going to talk to her about?” 

“I don’t know. You both are ladies. You can talk!” Arjun said that. I didn’t. Please don’t judge me! 
“Go, start walking and fix our marriage so you can scold me for your whole life. I am calling mom” 
He hung up. 

Geet sat there speechless and had no choice left. She looked at herself in the car’s mirror one last 
time. She adjusted her bindi and took a deep breath, got out of her car and started walking 
towards the main gate. 

“Why are you not coming home? Tell her she can come some other time when you are home.” 
Rekha, Arjun’s Mom, asked her son a bunch of questions. 

“Please let her in maa. Please make her comfortable. I will come as soon as I can.” 

“But what am I going to speak to her about?” 

“I don’t know. You both are ladies. You can talk!” Again, Arjun said that. I didn’t. Please don’t 
judge me! 

Rekha opened the door. She saw Geet was walking towards her. Geet saw Arjun’s mom standing 
on a door looking at her. She smiled but Rekha was still talking, “Oh this skinny girl is Geet?” 
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“Mom! Please don’t say it loudly. Just let her in and make her comfortable. Bye!” Arjun started 
praying. 

“Hello Rekha aunty. I am Geet, Arjun’s friend.” Geet greeted awkwardly. 

“You can call me auntyji. Please take off your shoes by the door and come in.” Cold response from 
Mom. Sorry Auntyji. 

Geet followed what Rekha said and went inside. 

“Please take a seat, I will get some water for you.” 

Geet tried to say Thank You, but Rekha was gone before that. 

“What kind of friend do you have. She didn’t even touch my feet.” Sound of a disappointed mom. 

“Mom she is a nice girl.” Typical son response. 

“Why didn’t you touch my mom’s feet?” Geet received a text message. 

“I tried! I will explain it to you later.” 

Rekha brought water and put it on a table. “I was going to call the cops.” 

Geet’s eyebrows raised, “Why Aunty? Is everything alright?” 

“Yes. I didn’t know it was you who parked outside our house. I was a little bit concerned.” Boy’s 
moms always love to do such things to their girlfriends. 

Geet smiled awkwardly. That’s all she can do right now.  

“So how long you guys know each other since?” 

“From high school. More than 15-16 years by now.” 

“Oh! You guys have known each other for that long. That is almost more than half of your life.” 
That was said in a sarcastic tone. Rekha turns on the fan’s switch. But it didn’t turn on. “Oh, this 
fan again!” She sounded disappointed.  

“What happened Auntyji.” 

“This fan is misbehaving nowadays. Sometimes it works, sometimes it doesn’t.” 

“I think the capacitor needs to change. Do you have extra?” Geet puts her glass back on the table. 

“Yes, I have extra. I called the electrician yesterday. God knows when he will come.” 

“I can fix it. It is very simple. Why do you want to pay someone for such easy job?” Geet stood up. 

“Geet, we are talking about fixing an electrical item. Men can do these things better. It is their 
daily job.” 
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“My dad is an electrical engineer. He has always done and fixed our home’s smaller electrical 
issues. I always help him and learned from him. Trust me aunty...ji, I can fix this if you don’t mind.” 
Geet’s voice was full of confidence. 

Rekha gave her an extra capacitor, small ladder, required tools, and a thumbs up sign. Geet used 
all and fixed the fan, and asked Rekha to turn it on. She did and it worked. Rekha had a little smile 
but faded away quickly. “So, you are an electrician?”  

“No Auntyji, I am a copywriter in an advertising company.” 

“Is this your actual job?” 

Geet nodded. 

“How much does an advertising company pay you? Are you not looking for any stable full-time 
job?” 

“Actually! This is very stable and very flexible as well. I can work from anywhere. And I can choose 
my own time too. I do write a novel on side. This job gives me enough time to do that. And 
because of this job I do lot of freelancing work too in this field.”  

“What freelancing work?” 

Geet looked at the TV. Rekha was watching one of the Indian daily soaps. But, because of Geet she 
muted the TV. “Do you watch this show?” 

Rekha looked at TV, “Oh yes! ‘Main Barbaad Hoon’ (I am Broke) is my all-time favorite show.” 

“I wrote their title song.” Geet explained her freelancing work, I guess. 

“Oh!” Rekha understood. “But the main guy of this show is not broken yet. Please ruin his life so it 
justifies the title.” 

“I am not the lead writer, but I know them. I will give them your suggestion.” Geet was laughing 
inside.  

“Arjun will be late. Let's have dinner. Come.” Rekha invited Geet. 

Rekha had everything ready on the dining table. Geet realized that she prepared everything for 
them. Rekha put a mango pickle on Geet’s plate. She immediately dipped her finger and licked it, 
“Hmm! It still tastes the same!”  

“Wait a minute! Have you had this before?” Rekha was surprised. 

“Actually! Amm!” Geet blubbered. “Arjun brought it in a school one time. So, I had it from his 
lunch box.” Awkwardly answered. 

“Oh! You guys have known each other for that long. I must say you have a good memory. Only had 
it once in school time and still remember the taste.” Rekha back to being sarcastic.  

“Arjun brought it once, when he came to visit me at my college in Jodhpur.” Geet added more 
details. 
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“So, your name is Vishal.” 

“Sorry?” Geet was confused. 

“Arjun told me he was meeting his friend Vishal in Jodhpur, and he will miss my food, so he 
wanted to pack some mango pickle with him. Kids now a days are bad liars.” Rekha started eating.  

“So how do you make this pickle Auntyji?” Geet trying to cut the awkwardness. 

“It is a long recipe. Before that Arjun will bring it you.” Rekha playing offensive. 

Geet smiled awkwardly and started eating. 

After dinner they started walking towards the porch. Rekha asked Geet to take a seat on a swing. 
“You know, Arjun was only 8 years old when his father died. He was a government officer, so I got 
his job. Because of that we never had to face any financial crisis. I made sure that Arjun gets good 
education, and for that I gave him everything that he needed. I have only him. I did my struggle, so 
he didn’t have to go through it. And I just wish good for him. I never said no to him for anything. If 
Arjun wants to spend his life with someone, I thought that person should know all this.” She was 
looking directly at Geet. 

“I do respect your struggle Auntyji. Arjun is always talking about it and we both are very proud of 
you. I will make sure that your relationship with him will always stay strong. I will never bother 
you two. Just like how you fulfill all his wish, I will do that too.” 

“What?” Rekha interrupted. “Why would you do that? I never said no because he is my son. He is 
not your son. It will be his job to say yes to his life partner for everything. That’s what I taught him. 
Wives should demand, husbands must fulfill. I have done that. I am sure your mom has done that 
too.” Rekha put her hand on Geet’s hand, “Arjun has mom. He needs life partner.”  

Geet’s face showed she was not expecting this answer from her. 

Rekha gave her a small jar. “What is this Auntyji?” 

“Mango Pickle. I can see you love it. So, I thought I should give you this time as Arjun is late. But 
next time when I make it, I will need help. That way you can get a recipe too. Anyway, I will have 
to forward it to the next generation.” Rekha smirked. 

Geet had a little smile. She looked down due to shyness while holding a jar with both hands.  

“How is everything going?” She received a text from Arjun. 

“Take your time. Everything is fine here.” She responded with a red heart emoji. 

“Oh Auntyji! Is this the radio Arjun gifted you on a Mother’s Day few years ago?” Geet pointed at 
the radio on a table next to swing by Rekha’s side. 

Rekha looked at the radio, “Oh! You guys have known each other for that long. You even know 
that this radio is a gift from him. Let’s play it and see what song it plays.” She pressed the play 
button. 

Radio played ‘Uthe sab ke Kadam, dekho rum pum pum, kabhi aise geet gaaya karo. Kabhi khushi 
kabhi gham, tara rum pum pum, haso aur hasayaa karo’ from Baton Baton Main movie. Both 
Rekha and Geet were enjoying the song as the swing slowly moved back and forth, following the 
rhythm. Trapped in traffic, Arjun had no clue that Geet had just fixed their marriage. 
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Durga Googley.                                          By: Subhadra Bandyopadhyay 

Down  

1.  The giver of wealth 

5.  The fair one 

7.  The eternal one 

8.  The daughter of the mountain 

11. The mother 

12. The giver of life 

15. The victorious one 

17. The virtuous one 

19. The one worshipped by sage Katyanan  

 

 

Across  

2.  The killer of the demons Chanda & Munda 

3.  The delicate one 

4.  The beautiful one 

6.  The one with 3 eyes 

9.  The great illusion 

10. The mother of the universe  

13. The triumphant one 

14. The enlightened one 

16. The fearful one 

18. The peaceful one 

20. The benevolent one 

21. The one with severe penance 

22. The picturesque one 
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ধিতে দেখা 
 

দসমেন মেরলা কত হামস দিাে আমঙ্গনায়, 
আমজ দস সৃ্মমত পযজিমসত শুধুই দিেনায়। 
দতািাে হারত মেরলা চািুক দজাড়া,  
েুিজাে দিরগ েুিত তখন িগিমগরয় দ াড়া। 
আজ আমিরিে দনিায় িুাঁে মনরেজ দযন িৃৎপ্রায়,  
অমেত্ব িুোরল, করো না দকউ হায়, হায়। 
ক্ষণ মতষ্টকাল তেী আমসরি তীরে, 
মিরল মিরি হরি একাকাে জনসিুরেে িীরড়। 
মকেুই দতা যায়না সরঙ্গ নয়রকা একিুকরো সুতা 
‘মিে মি ইরয় মেল মকউ দোতা!!’  
জানা, অজানা তাে কারে আরে সিাে স্থান, 
মিরে আসুক আন¨, দেরখা না িুখমি ম্লান। 

 
অধেধত ধিশ্বাস 

হামকিপাড়া, মিমলগুমড় 
দজলা-োমজজমলঙ, পমিিিঙ্গ 

িােত 
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শুভ েুগগা পুজা 
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দ াতটাতেে পাতা 
VACATION DESTINATION: PURI 

Mihika Das, 13 years 

This summer, I visited India after seven years. I was 
excited to come back after so long. The last time my 
family went to India, we visited another state besides 
our home state, which was Goa. Similarly, we planned 
to do the same this time. Puri, Odisha was our 
vacation destination. 

 

The standout part of this trip was the sea. The first day 
after we arrived in Odisha, my younger sister begged 
me to go swimming in the sea. The warm water of the Bay of Bengal surprised me, especially 
when compared to our freezing Great Lakes. The sea was also so much more forceful than the 
Great Lakes. I remember ছমটসোে peacefully sitting down in the water until a wave came and 

knocked him over. We all laughed at him, but some of our family also attempted sitting. At least, 
that was before Mama yelled at us to stand up. One fun thing was jumping over the waves. We 
had to get the perfect landing, or else we’d fall over. My মশে-মো insisted that we go to the beach at 

night, which, to me, was a very unusual thing to do. Unlike what I thought, the sea wasn’t that 
entertaining at night. However, the things on land were fun to watch. There were dozens of crabs 
on the beach. If we were far enough, they’d pop out of their holes in the sand and shift around. If 
we got too close, they’d scurry back into their holes. মোমোই managed to catch a crab under his foot, 

despite how fast they were. 

One of my favorite parts was the night bazaar. There were 
so many little shops set up on the beach with colorful 
umbrellas covering almost all the shops. It was crowded 
with stalls and people. I bought four shells from these 
stalls. Three were for my friends, along with one for myself. 

It was interesting watching Mama, িমন-িা, and মিমি arguing 

with the shop owners to lower the price on some random 
item, even though it was much cheaper than things in 
America. I, for one, would’ve gladly bought whatever I 
wanted and given the money, because at least it’s not as ridiculously expensive as US souvenirs! 
We also strolled around on the streets of Puri. I got a nice dress from a shop on the street, which I 
wore on the first day of school. I also rode my first Toto and Auto in years! It was nice to be sitting 
in one of them again, holding the handles attached to the roof, with no doors to block the view 
out the side of the vehicle. No regrets. 
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Before we left Puri, we also went to the Sun Temple at Konark. It’s probably my favorite ancient 
structure I’ve seen. It’s massive, with most of it still standing. It’s crazy how quickly roads 
deteriorate these days, and we see these buildings that are 500+ years old, still standing tall. We 
also went to the Jagannath Temple. The lines were massive, and we got a tour around the temple.  

 

after visiting the Thakurs. We got a glimpse of the cooks who made food for the Thakurs every 
day. I thought it was crazy how all the utensils that the cooks used one day couldn’t be used again 
the next day. There was also a priest who we gave our names and addresses to. While we sat 
down and talked with him, there were many small monkeys running around that scared Baba. Sisi 
had lots of fun laughing at him. 

 

We had an AirBnb by the sea. When we looked out 
the window, the sea would be in sight. There were 
even small balconies for each floor of the huge house! 
We ate so much food here that it was hard to eat the 
next meal. Nevertheless, we always ate the next meal 
because it tasted good (obviously). We had a nice ride 
back to Kolkata on the Vande Bharat Express. Before 
the train took off, Baba took me to the head of the 
train to take pictures. Apparently, as Baba later 
explained to me, this was one of the best trains in 
India. It was sufficiently cooled and the view outside 
the window passed by quickly. It was a very fast train. Before we knew it, we were back in Kolkata. 
Though I do love Kolkata very much, visiting Puri was an unforgettable experience that I would 
recommend to anyone.  
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My Experience at Bichitra’s Durga Puja 
(By Aditya Chandra) 

            

Last year my dad volunteered as the treasurer of a non-profit Bengali organization, called Bichitra. 

Bichitra does five main events, the biggest being Durga Puja. It is a two-and-a-half-day event starting on 

Friday evening and ending on Sunday night. 

My dad said that he had to go at 6:30 in the morning. I was amazed that he was making that 

commitment because he absolutely loves to sleep, especially on weekends. The same goes for me as well! 

On Friday night, I asked him out of curiosity and amazement if I could go with him on Saturday and he said, 

“Sure, if you can wake up on time.”  

I took that as a challenge. The next day I was so excited about going, that I woke up at 5:30 AM! One 

whole hour before I was supposed to, but then I kept taking small naps every ten minutes till 6:00 am and 

then I woke up at 6:00 am because I was afraid that if I took any more naps, I would sleep till 7:00 am. I was 

very glad that I was able to meet my goal. 

We got ready and reached the Duga Puja venue at 7:20. Initially, I sat at the front desk with my dad 

while he was working. Soon I was bored out of my mind. But one of my dad’s friends kindly gave me the job 

of sorting out the meal tickets to save space in the small box that they were being stored in. I made sure to 

organize the different colored tickets with rubber bands in a group and everyone at the front desk 

appreciated my effort.  

In a couple of hours, a lot of people started to pour in. Many of them seemed unsure of where to go. 

So, I started helping people by providing them directions to the puja and lunch location. This continued for a 

while. At lunch I volunteered to serve people with a spoon and napkin neatly put on their plates. People were 

so impressed that they started taking pictures of me!!! 

After lunch I was finally able to get a break to go back to the front desk to sit down.  It was exhausting 

to stand around for so long. When I got there and saw some kids playing behind me, I started to play with 

them, and we became good friends and had a lot of fun together. I look forward to seeing them again this 

year! 

 One week after the event when I came home from school, I saw a certificate on my desk!!! I asked 

my dad if it was real, and he said yes! I was overjoyed! I didn’t even know that I was going to get anything. I 

simply wanted to help my dad and Bichitra. This year I am going to volunteer again and am looking forward 

to it! 
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Budding Artists 

Anoova (10 years )  

Adrija ( 8 yrs) 

Irsia Ball (11 yrs) 

Artwork: The Roar 
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Karina Bhattacharyya Kahlon, (4 yrs) 

Sahana Bhattacharyya Kahlon (8 yrs) 

Annika Bhattacharyya Kahlon (10 yrs) 
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Ishana Das (10 yrs) Aariya Roy (6 yrs) 

 

Teesta Banerjee (7 yrs) 

 

Sohan Chandra 
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How do the lessons taught in Hindu epics help us in today’s world? 

 

Almost everyone has heard of the Ramayana. The moving story of Rama, the seventh 

incarnation of Vishnu, rescuing his wife, Sita, from the clutches of the demon king 

Ravana is told throughout our lives. After being exiled for 14 years, Rama, Sita, and 

his brother, Lahskmana live contently in the forest until one day when Sita is 

snatched by the demon, Ravana. Rama goes on a quest to bring her back. Another 

example of one part of a revered story is in the Mahabharata, telling the story of 

the war between the Pandavas and Kauravas. They are cousins from the Kuru clan 

that are fighting for the throne of Hastinapur. The story of the war ends with the 

Pandavas winning, but not without losing some of their own. 

These two widely known stories have given us so much insight into our traditions and 

culture, but their benefits don’t stop there. Many lessons taught in these stories are 

still relevant today. They can teach us defining traits, such as loyalty and courage, 

and good acts/morals, such as being kind to your elders and not giving up. For 

example, in the Ramayana, the story goes on because of Rama’s loyalty to his wife, 

Sita, and his determination to free Sita is a testament to his perseverance. Finally, 

his willingness to follow the deities' judgment at the end of the story is a reminder 

of the significance of justice. In the Mahabharata, during the Kurukshetra War, 

which goes on for 18 days with a huge death toll, Krishna and the Pandavas eventually 

win, but not without casualties. The moral of the story is not only to never give up, 

but to stay focused on your goal, and remember that through hard work and 

sacrifice, any battle can be won. Most dismiss these stories as a legend, or something 

taken from childhood we have heard in some way, but there are many lessons taught 

through the stories, and these values can still be applied to modern society. As we 

encounter new experiences and opportunities throughout life, remembering our 

culture and stories can help guide us in our decisions and how we interact with people 

around us. 
 
Aurel Chatterjee 
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Robotics <3 <3 
 

 

My name is Aarushi Chatterjee 

and I love to do robotics. Last 

year was my first year ever 

doing it and it was so fun that 

I am doing it again this year. 

Last year my FLL robotics 

team's name was the Electra 

Girls because the topic of that 

year was ENERGY. In FLL 

robotics you build a robot and 

program it to do missions, 

which is called a robot run. You 

also do a project where you 

try to solve a problem that is related to the topic. Our team did 5 missions in total. 

For our project we did a short skit about our idea. The idea was that solar panels on 

roofs are really hard to clean when snow or rain gets on them. Our team designed a 

floating boat mechanism that would replace a pool cover. We built a model of it and 

showed it to experts and users to get their feedback. It was so fun, and we all had a 

great time. This year our team’s name is the GearBox Girls and our topic is ART. For 

our robot run we do 10 missions in all. For our project, the problem is that bleachers 

at swimming competitions are hot, uncomfortable, and overall disgusting. Our team’s 

solution was a portable chair that had a detachable fan that also mists you, a renting 

system, a cold gel seat and much more! This year for our skit we are doing mixed-up 

fairy tales. I am so excited to continue doing robotics next year too. Hope you like 

my experiences with robotics.  

Have a great festive season. 

 

Aarushi Chatterjee 
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Kayley Chandra married Mack Daniels in June 2023. 

Parents: Siladitya & Sherri Chandra 
 

 

 

 

 

NEWBORNS 

Name     :  Deanna Malik 
DOB.       :  December 02, 2022 
Parents     :  Soumyajit Malik &  
                      Sonantika Saha Malik 

  
 

 

Name             :  Riaan Banerjee 
DOB.               :  June 24, 2023 
Parents             :  Neha Chatterjee and  
                              Rishi Banerjee 
Grand Parents  : Anuradha and  Ramu   
                               Chatterjee 
  

 

 

WEDDING 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Name             :  Desmond and  
 Emiliano 

DOB.               :  31st August, 2022 
Grand Parents  : Manohar and Rina 

Das  
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ওঁ গঙ্গো – In Memoriam 

Amalendu Mitra 

 Amalendu Mitra, was associated with Bichitra for a longtime, left us all on 20th 

December 2022, for the most peaceful environment. He is survived by his wife 

Nanda, daughter Anamita, son Arghya, son-in-law Subir, loving grandchildren 

Ishwori, Shohom, Raiyasri, and many other relatives and friends.  

Amalendu was born on 16th January 1941 in Kolkata. At the age of 19, he left 

India to pursue his Mechanical Engineering degree at Dortmund, Germany.  

After graduation, he immigrated to Canada, where he worked for 2 years.  

Amalendu married Nanda in 1969. In 1971, they moved to Chicago and then in 1973, the family moved 

to Dearborn, Michigan. Amalendu started working for Ford Motor Company. After working there for 

long 30 years, Amalendu retired as a Product Engineer.  During the Mitra family’s stay in Dearborn, all 

of them were involved with Bichitra programs, especially Anamita and Arghya, who participated in many 

performances.  

Amalendu was known for his fun-loving, generous spirit, helpful, yet with fierce determination. He spent 

most of his life in Michigan. He will be missed by his relatives and friends. May his Soul Rest in Peace.  

Dr. Lalgopal Banerji, “Laluda” to many Bichitra friends, left for Eternal 

Peace on 15th February 2023 at his Kolkata home. He went to India for a 

short visit but due to heart problem he expired in his home. Dr. Banerji 

survived by his sons Bhaskar (Gora) and Ranjan (Raja), daughter-in-law 

Maria, a granddaughter, a grandson, and many other relatives and friends 

in several countries. His last rites were performed in Kolkata. 

Lalgopal Banerji was born in Kolkata (used to be Calcutta) on 1st 

September 1934. He was a very intelligent student and graduated with 

high grades at a young age from Calcutta Medical College with MBBS 

Degree. He continued with research studies and completed his M.D. 

degree. After that, he went to England in 1966 for further studies and became the Fellow of Royal 

College of Physicians (F.R.C.P.) of England.  Lalgopal came to USA in 1972 and stayed in Michigan for 

the rest of his life.    

Dr. Banerji, a well-respected kindhearted gentleman, willing to help everyone to the best of his 

ability. He was known for his social work in several communities inland and abroad. Dr. Banerji, a 

past president (1983-1984) of Bichitra was a real patron to the organization since its inception. He 

will be remembered for his volunteerism for years to come. May his soul rest in eternal peace.  

OM GANGA 
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DR. SUBIR BANDYOPADHYAY 
26-Jan-1947 - 30-Aug-2023 

 

Dr. Subir Bandyopadhyay, a longtime Bichitra member, left for Eternal 

Peace on 30th August 2023. He was survived by wife Bharati, son Avik, 

daughter-in-law Anjali, daughter Shatarupa, son-in-law Prosenjit, 

grandchildren Nayan, Neha, Keya, Anik, relatives and friends. 

Subir was born in Chandan Nagar, near Kolkata on 26th January 1947. He 

was academically gifted.  He went through Hindu School, Presidency 

College, and Calcutta University, where he received his master’s in 

physics and PhD in electronics engineering. In 1973, Subir married to 

Bharati and came to Canada, earning the prestigious Commonwealth 

Scholarship.  He completed his second master’s degree in computer 

science from the University of Waterloo.  Their son Avik was born in 

1974. They went back to India in 1975. Subir took a job as a professor at the Indian Statistical Institute, 

Kolkata. Their daughter Shatarupa was born in 1977. In 1982, the family came to Europe, when Subir 

was teaching at Queens University Belfast. In 1983 the family came to Canada, when Subir accepted the 

job as professor in Computer Science at the University of Windsor. In a few years, he became the head 

of the department. During his entire stay, Subir counselled as well as mentored many students. 

Incidentally, at young age, Subir’s friends used to call him ‘Chata’ as he would always carry a large 

umbrella with him. The ‘Chata’ signifies helping, comforting, protecting, sheltering, which Subir used to 

provide throughout his life to students, colleagues and all. 

Subir and Bharati developed a wide social network in Windsor and Michigan. They were respected all 

over as friends, parents, grandparents. They both served Bichitra Governing Body, where Bharati 

accepted Presidency in 2001. Subir retired in 2017 and moved to Burlington. Subir performed Durga 

Puja for the community there. Subir did his utmost to help everyone he met. He will be dearly missed 

by all.  

May his soul rest in Peace. 
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Best Wishes to Bichitra  

2023 Durga Puja – Banerji Family 

শুভ শারদীয়ার দুর্ গাৎসরে  আপনারদর জানাই 
আন্তররক প্রীরি,শুরভচ্ছা ও অরভনন্দন 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Loving Memory of Dr. Lal Gopal Banerji 

(Bichitra President 1983-1984) 
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Our sincere gratitude to your generous donation to Bichitra for 

Durga Puja and other key events throughout the Year. 

GRAND DONOR 
Sumita & Anindya Roy 

 
DIAMOND DONORS ($500 OR 
MORE) 

 Chitta and Manjusha 

Gangopadhyay 

 Jayanta and Madhuri Hazra 

 Somnath and Shampa 

Mukhopadhyay  

 Susanta and Shipra Sarkar 

 Amitava and Jhulan Chatterjee 

 Two anonymous donors 

 
GOLD DONORS 
 ($300 OR MORE)  
 

 Probir Sil and Probha Sharma 

 Tuhin and Suparna Ray 

 Four Anonymous donors 

 

GENERAL DONORS 
 Kripa Bandyopadhyay 

 Sumita and Mitali Choudhury  

 Parthasarathi Das and Mahuya 

Mazumdar 

 Biswajit and Suranjeeta Dhar 

 Sujit and Pompee Dutta 

 Chirantan and Arpita 

Gangopadhyay 

 Prodipta and Shiela Ghosh 

 Ashis and Prabhati Goswami 

 Pankaj and Sunanda Mallick 

 Debangshu and Mousumi 

Majumdar 

 Protik Mody 

 Minakshi Nag and Suchendre 

Ghosh 

 Beena Nagappala 

 Debabrata and Maitrayee Paul 

 Ashish Poddar and Indrani Dutta 

 Manorajan and Sutapa Santra 

 Debabrata and Sharmistha 

Sarkar 

 Sankar and Sharmila Sengupta 

 Three Anonymous Donors 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


